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Nothing that’s run-of-the-mill. Distinct Destinations has carved its niche by designing bespoke, unmatched,
life-altering MICE experiences.

SARAH LAKSHMAN
DIRECTOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT | UK & IRELAND
Sarah Lakshman (pictured alongside the Nikki Mitchell) is a full time member
of the Distinct Destinations team, based in Surrey, UK.
Sarah has extensive experience of working with reputable Indian DMCs
(always in conjunction with DU!) and would be delighted to assist with any
future MICE enquiries. Please contact Sarah on mobile: 00 44 7912 579517

INDIA, NEPAL
EXPERTS BHUTAN,
SRI LANKA

Distinct Destinations India, headquartered in Gurgaon India,
is proud to have a dedicated MICE team with an in-depth
understanding of expectations and creating events to build
memories to last a lifetime.
Our team of in-house experts have extensive destination
knowledge to professionally plan and execute Meetings,
Incentives, Conferences & Corporate Events. Our mantra is
to curate and create experiential MICE products with
attention to detail and service-oriented creativity infused as
per the brief.
Distinct Destinations have established excellent rapport and
relationships with all suppliers which in conjunction with
strong buying scale gears towards delivering a highly valueadded experience for MICE travel, irrespective of the size of
the event. We deliver end-to-end destination management
by creating sustainable and experience-rich ideas for the
MICE segment in the Indian Subcontinent. At Distinct
Destinations, we understand the significance of each and
every small step when working towards the bigger picture.
Our strong local presence in the Indian Subcontinent
enables Distinct Destinations to offer premium experiences
and curate creative and unique events - setting new trends
for MICE experiences.
Let us be your MICE genie and watch the magic happens!

WORTH VISITING
TRIPADVISOR’S TRENDING DESTINATION AT #1, KOCHI
Plan your next MICE event to Kerala renowned for some of its unique cultural and geographical characteristics.
A trip spanning over a period of 3 to 4 nights. Kerala’s ‘jewel in the crown’ is its Backwaters combined with the
beaches of Kerala make it an ideal & popular MICE destination. A perfect blend of culture, cuisine, nature, spices
and Keralan hospitality.
•

The main International Airport for Kerala is Kochi, which is the commercial town of Kerala with one of the
finest natural harbours in the world.
Kochi (formerly Cochin) is known for the ingeniously constructed Chinese fishing nets, 400 year old Jewish
Synagogue, Portuguese churches, Dutch Palaces and British village greens.
Kerala offers many experiential & quality accommodation, which can cater for all sizes group and Incentives
& Conferences.

•
•

Relaxing, yet culturally stimulating escape, Kerala offers varied intriguing MICE experiences!
•

Learn in a group the secrets behind creating the perfect curry attending a traditional cooking lesson. An
abundance of spices, fresh fish and coconut Kerala cuisine is fresh as its air! Learn the art of cooking and
sharing with the group members.
Lifetime experience for groups to stay overnight on a rice barge floating in the backwaters, women singing
in the paddy fields as they plant the saplings, having congee and curry for breakfast. A special convoy of
boats in the backwaters which provide a glimpse of the local village life around the backwaters.
Tea, rubber and spice plantations are set in the hills away from the coast offering a chance to discover the
secrets behind the spices of India.
Visit a local Village observing & experiencing the true flavours of a local culture; toddy tapping, coconut
picking, basket weaving, rope making and traditional crab farming.
The beaches of Kerala – Experiential accommodation at beach side, crystal-clear waters and swaying palm
trees, this is the ultimate in relaxation.

•
•
•
•

Kerala experience is really all about the journey through this fascinating landscape, discovering new sights and
sounds around each river bend & experiencing the rich coastal culture of India. Let the flavours of Kerala
mesmerize your MICE groups.

PRE & POST TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
Experience excited & interesting crafted tours in and around cricket match venues.
Live cricket match tickets for your choice of venue.
Stay at best rated experiential hotels.
Savour fine dining at hand-picked best rated restaurants.
Experience new twists on old and familiar favourite places of India.

ENGLISH TEAM IN INDIA
Visit India to experience electrifying live ODI, Twenty20 & Test matches along with Pre & Post bespoke
tours exclusively designed by Distinct Destinations.

PRE & POST TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•

Experience excited & interesting
crafted tours in and around cricket
match venues.
Live cricket match tickets for your
choice of venue.
Stay at best rated experiential
hotels.
Savour fine dining at hand-picked
best rated restaurants.
Experience new twists on old and
familiar favourite places of India.

ODI MATCHES
(28 SEP—16 OCT 2020)

T20 MATCHES
(28 SEP—16 OCT 2020)

TEST MATCHES
(11 JAN—05 MAR 2021)

SPECTACULAR CELEBRATIONS WITH COLOURS FORM A DAZZLING SIGHT
The popular festival of colours is celebrated during the spring and embodies all the festivity, liveliness and
exuberance of the season. Holi celebrations lasts for a night and a day, starting on the evening of the Full Moon
day falling in the month of March. The ritual starts by lighting up the bonfire one day before the day of Holi and
this process symbolizes the triumph of good over the evil. On the day of Holi, people play with colours with their
friends and families. All over India the festival spreads joy!
With much fun & laughter, Holi is famous for a kaleidoscope of organic colours being thrown in the form of fine
powder to mark the celebration. Celebrating Holi at a Regal Palace of Jaipur; unveils a colourful & photography
experience with memories to last a lifelong! The festival recreated with colours of life, happiness, popular
cuisines and celebrating togetherness.
The experience comes alive with Rajasthani folk dance performance, local music and the partygoers tap a foot
with the exuberant dance troupe. Indian snacks, organic colours & traditional attire set the ambience for the
MICE group to enjoy and celebrate HOLI LIKE A LOCAL!
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